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Deep in the ocean, two tiny fish (one silver, one red) are off in search of a wonderful

treasure hidden in a shipwreck. Will they find the treasure? Will they become friends?
This funny and dangerous adventure takes place entirely underwater.

Full length show

Clip

HD Pics

Two actresses play and invent a tiny ocean with 3 aquariums and fabrics.
They create a world, tell a story and imagine an adventure.
First part – The Ocean! (Tiny)

Who lives in the depths ocean? Singing shells, a gold sea cat, mischievous jellyfish, an
enormous and kind orange fish and other marine creatures.

Over the water, the actresses sail a ship. When a storm breaks, the ship sinks and two
little fishes are found: one red, one silver. They didn't know each other previously. They

swim with their moms until the frightening yellow fish arrives and attacks their moms.
The silverfish tries to cheer her up and swim by her until they become friends.
Second part – An adventure!

The actresses decide to send the fish friends to an adventure, towards a treasure hidden
in a sunken ship:

In the ship's kitchen, they learn how to drum on pots and pans.

In the closet, they find a beautiful prom dress that invites them to dance.

When they reach the engine, a fire bursts (underwater!), the chimney smokes and piston
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engines come back to life. The frightening yellow fish shows up and the actresses help out
the little fish by pulling him out from his tail (he is just a piece of fabric).

What about the treasure? A secret door opens and it appears (and is not made of gold).
Recommended audience: ages 3-8

Duration of performance: 50 minutes
Capacity: 120 spectators
Premiered in 2016
The show is available in English / German / Russian / Arabic and Hebrew.

For other languages, the Train Theater will provide the English version of the text, including
stage-action and timing. The host will arrange for a high-quality translation of the show to
the local language, and an actor or actress who will perform the translation. The person

will learn the text beforehand, and a minimum two-hour rehearsal will be coordinated
with the Train Theater, no later than a day prior to the show.

The actresses may learn and perform in the local language the whole show upon request,
depending on the number of performances.

Festivals and international presentations
2018

> Puppet Fair, Sofia Bulgaria

> WELT INS ZELT, Leipzig Germany

> Izmir International Puppet Days, Turkey
2017

> BUSAN INTERNATIONAL PERFORMING ARTS FESTIVAL, South Korea
> Internationales Welser Figurentheaterfestival, Austria
> Kinder-Kinder Festival, Hamburg, Germany

> Teatrium Serpukhovka bought the copyrights and staged the show Tiny Ocean
2016

in Russia

> Haifa International Children's Theater Festival, Israel (Premiere)
> The International Puppet Theater & Film Festival, Holon, Israel
> Gavroche Festival, Moscow, Russia

2016-2018

> Jerusalem Puppet Festival
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Awards
> The play won Honorable Mention award at the 2016 Haifa International Children's
Theater Festival

> Israel Children Theater Awards 2017, best Interdisciplinary Play.

From the reviews

Liat Shabtai and Maayan Resnik have produced a magical and beautiful show that takes

place under the sea. With simple, compelling grace, they create an underwater world within
an aquarium, bringing sea creatures to life … dancing before an audience astounded by
the magic taking place on stage. This is wonderful, entertaining and creative puppet and
Object Theater, with spectacular visuals so beautiful they moved us to tears.

Nurit Asayag, Achbar Ha’Ir online

The Magical Theater prize goes to “Tiny Ocean,” an exceptional puppet show created by

Liat Shabtai and Maayan Resnick. … The focus is on the original and amazing visual work
they create using three aquariums and scraps of fabric attached to sticks…

Shai Bar Yaakov, Yediot Ahronoth

‘Tiny Ocean’ … contains all the magic that theater can conjure up for young children
and adults. Three aquariums become an ocean with the help of Liat Shabtai and Maayan

Resnick, the wonderful creators and performers. A fan creates a storm while colorful
pieces of fabric become fish and sea creatures of all shapes, colors and sizes. There are
even chocolate coins in a treasure chest. The entire story takes place under water… This is
not just another show but a magical experience, a journey into a wonderful legend.

Meirav Yudilevitch, Ynet

Tiny Ocean & friends workshop

First, a presentation of puppetry under the water. How each material behaves?

Second, each participant creates water creatures and immerse them in the Tiny Ocean
(a bucket)

Third, some children will present their fish or jellyfish to the group.
Duration: 25 minutes
Capacity: 25 children
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Touring conditions
People on tour: 3 persons

2 performers (F) / 1 technician (M/F)
Round flights from Tel Aviv (TLV)

3 single rooms, 2 stars minimum

Internal transportation from/to airport and venues
Per Diem for every day of stay
Set transportation

5 checked luggage pieces:

1 piece up to 208 cm and 32 kg
2 piece up to 158 cm and 23 kg
1 piece up to 158 cm and 32 kg

1 piece up to 10 kg, hand luggage size
In some cases, additional checked luggage may be needed.

Technical requirements
Stage size: D 2.5 m / W 4 m

Total Darkness – recommended
Graded seating - obligatory

Black box Theater - preferable
Setup - 2 hours preparation behind the scenes, 4 hours on stage
Dismantling - 4 hours

An English speaker technician should be present while setting up, operating and
dismantling the show.

Note: be aware that the stage might get wet during the show and set up
Please facilitate:

> 2 buckets, 30 liter each

> Electric sockets on stage
> Garbage bags

> Window cleaning spray
> Floor rags

> Plastic wrap packaging
> Hair dryer
> Iron
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Lights:

> Led 4 colour * 6
> Pc 500 * 11
> Mr * 3

> Etc 36 * 1

> 11 dimmers
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